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Abstract: Aptamers are artificial oligonucleotides with excellent molecule-targeting ability. Com-
pared with monoclonal antibodies, aptamers have the advantages of low cost, no batch effect, and
negligible immunogenicity, making them promising candidates for cancer immunotherapy. To date,
a series of aptamer agonists/antagonists have been discovered and directly used to activate immune
response, such as immune checkpoint blockade, immune costimulation, and cytokine regulation. By
incorporating both tumor- and immune cell-targeting aptamers, multivalent bispecific aptamers were
designed to pursue high tumor affinity and enhanced immune efficacy. More importantly, benefiting
from feasible chemical modification and programmability, aptamers can be engineered with diverse
nanomaterials (e.g., liposomes, hydrogels) and even living immune cells (e.g., NK cells, T cells).
These aptamer-based assemblies exhibit powerful capabilities in targeted cargo delivery, regulation
of cell–cell interactions, tumor immunogenicity activation, tumor microenvironment remodeling,
etc., holding huge potential in boosting immunotherapeutic efficacy. In this review, we focus on the
recent advances in aptamer-based immune drug systems (AptIDCs) and highlight their advantages
in cancer immunotherapy. The current challenges and future prospects of this field are also pointed
out in this paper.
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1. Introduction

Over the past decade, immunotherapy has been recognized as an efficacious treatment
for cancers, and sometimes can be an alternative to chemotherapy and radiotherapy in
cases where they are ineffective [1]. There are mainly three immunotherapy strategies,
i.e., adoptive cell therapy, tumor vaccines, and antibodies. Currently, antibodies are the
most popular antitumor immune agents and have yielded encouraging results in advanced
cancers [2,3]. However, some limitations still exist. First, the tedious preparation and pu-
rification process leads to the high cost of antibodies (especially monoclonal) in practice [4].
Moreover, due to the high immunogenicity of antibodies, patients usually suffer from
severe immune side effects clinically [5]. In addition, tumor tissues are characterized with
an immunosuppressive microenvironment (ISM), which often causes low immune response
and, subsequently, a suboptimal outcome [6]. Thereby, seeking new immunotherapeutic
agents that overcome the weaknesses of traditional antibodies is crucial to improve the
current status of tumor immunotherapy.

Aptamers are short single-stranded DNA/RNA molecules (20~100 nt) with high
binding affinity toward targets, selected by systematic evolution of ligands by exponential
enrichment (SELEX) technology [7,8]. Unlike animal-derived antibodies, aptamers can be
prepared in large quantities simply by chemical synthesis, greatly reducing the cost. In
addition, aptamers also have the advantages of low immunogenicity, superior chemical
and physical stabilities, convenient storage, and deep tumor penetration [9–11]. All these
virtues make aptamers more attractive biomedical reagents for cancer immunotherapy
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than traditional antibodies. At present, increasing aptamers have been identified to serve
as agonists or antagonists in directly regulating immune responses for tumor therapy.
For instance, the screened anti-PD1/PDL1 aptamers can specifically block immune check-
points and inhibit tumor immune escape, and have shown comparable efficacies to the
corresponding antibodies [12]. In addition, aptamers targeting immune costimulation
(e.g., CD28) [13] and cytokine regulation (e.g., IL-8) [14] are also reported to exhibit favor-
able immunomodulatory activities. As nucleic acid molecules, the flexible conformation
change, easy chemical modification, and accurate base complementary pairing laws impart
well-engineered feasibility to aptamers [15]. Therefore, aptamers can be designed in multi-
valent conformations or can be conjugated to different materials, including small molecules,
biomacromolecules, nanoparticles, and even cells [16–20]. Theses multifunctional AptIDCs
have been used for targeted immune agent delivery, regulation of intercellular interactions,
tumor immunogenicity activation, and tumor microenvironment remodeling, exhibiting
high potency in cancer immunotherapy.

In this review, we briefly introduce the classic SELEX technology and new approaches
for aptamer selection. Then, we summarize and classify the monomeric aptamer ago-
nists/antagonists that can directly regulate immune response for cancer therapy. Strategies
for engineering aptamer-functionalized assemblies, including bivalent aptamers, aptamer–
nanoparticle conjugates, and aptamer–cell assemblies, are systematically described and
highlighted for their versatility in enhancing the efficacy of cancer immunotherapy. Lastly,
we state the current challenges of AptIDCs and provide an outlook on the future prospects
of this field.

2. Aptamer Selection

Aptamers were first reported by Gold [7] and Elligton [8], in 1990, as evolved from
an in vitro selection method called SELEX. The classic SELEX consists of a defined proce-
dure: ssDNA/RNA library design, target incubation, positive selection, counter selection,
sequence isolation, and PCR amplification. After about 20 rounds of selection, specific
target-binding sequences can be sufficiently enriched, followed by sequence analysis and
affinity evaluation. For instance, Gilboa’s group reported selecting several CTLA-4-specific
RNA aptamers for tumor treatment by means of classic SELEX technology [21]. They chose
murine CTLA-4/Fc fusion protein for positive selection, while human IgG1 was chosen
for counter selection. After successive rounds of selection, RNA aptamers that selectively
bound with murine CTLA-4/Fc were obtained. So far, SELEX remains the most popular
and reliable approach to discover nucleic acid aptamers for various target molecules.

Aptamers that specifically bind with cell surface receptors play an important role
in accurate disease diagnostics [22]. In conventional SELEX, cell surface proteins are
isolated and purified from living cells, which can be lethal to their naive conformations
and functions. As a result, the screened aptamers often failed in practical applications. To
address this issue, cell-SELEX technology was established to generate aptamers against
known or unknown target proteins on cell membranes [23]. Living cells, instead of isolated
proteins, are used in cell-SELEX to maintain the original state of the displayed membrane
proteins. The naïve proteins thereby enable selection of robust aptamers for biomedical
applications [24]. One example is the selection of the CTLA-4 receptor-specific aptamer by
Huang et al. [25]. In their study, CTLA-4 expressing HEK293T cell line was employed for
positive selection. After 12 rounds of selection, the enriched DNA sequence information
was analyzed and processed (Figure 1A). The identified aptamer showed high binding
affinity toward CTLA-4 and could efficiently inhibit tumor growth.

However, conventional SELEX is a time-consuming and laborious job. Normally, se-
lecting an ideal aptamer can take the server weeks or even months with a low success rate,
severely limiting the development and application of aptamers [26]. Over the past decades,
with the assistance of high-throughput bioinformatic analysis techniques and material
sciences, multiple new methods have been reported, which have made the selection process
more convenient, rapid, and efficient. Microfluidic SELEX [27], capillary electrophoresis–
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SELEX [28], and magnetic bead-based SELEX [29] were established to vastly reduce the
selection time and cost. For example, Yang and Bowser successfully screened high affinity
DNA aptamers after only three selection cycles, based on CE-SELEX [30]. Very recently,
Chang et al. devised a high-dimensional microfluidic method to screen aptamers with
quantitatively defined binding affinities in only a single selection round, called Pro-SELEX
(Figure 1B) [31]. After particle display, magnetic particle sorting, high-dimensional feature
selection and high-content bioinformatics, a large quantity of human myeloperoxidase-
specific aptamers, with predefined binding affinities, were successfully identified. Recently,
Saito’s team also obtained PC-9 cell-specific aptamer candidates via single-round selection
(Figure 1C) [32]. Further, for the purpose of enhancing the binding interactions between
oligonucleotides and targets, researchers are experimenting with selection of chemically-
modified nucleotides. By replacing nature thymine with modified uridine at the 5′-end,
Janjic’s team have developed slow off-rate modified aptamers (SOMAmers), which exhibit
superior binding affinity against target proteins. SOMAmers are now commercially avail-
able and serve as a powerful and versatile platform for the analysis of thousands of protein
biomarkers for disease diagnosis [33].
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3. AptIDCs for Enhanced Cancer Immunotherapy

Nowadays, thanks to the constant efforts of researchers, there is increasing identifica-
tion of aptamers to serve as effective immunomodulatory tools in boosting the efficacy of
cancer immunotherapy. Based on structural and compositional differences, AptIDCs can
be classified into the following four types: (1) aptamer agonists/antagonists, (2) multiva-
lent bispecific aptamers, (3) aptamer–nanoparticle conjugates, and (4) aptamer-engineered
immune cells. This section elaborates on the relevant engineering techniques associated
with AptIDCs, and details their unique physiological functions and application advantages
in cancer immunotherapy.
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3.1. Aptamer Agonists/Antagonists

Escape from immune surveillance is an important cause of malignant tumor progres-
sion, which is associated with upregulated immune checkpoint molecules (e.g., PD-L1,
PD-1, CTLA-4), downregulated costimulatory molecules (e.g., B7, CD28, 4-1BB), and in-
appropriate expression of anti-inflammatory cytokines (e.g., IL-10/-8, TNF-β, IFN-γ) in
the tumor microenvironment [34,35]. Attempts have been made clinically to target specific
molecules and reverse the ISM of cancers using monoclonal antibodies. As a superior alter-
native, increasing studies have reported that selected aptamers could be directly employed
as agonists or antagonists to achieve equivalent, or even better, anti-tumor immunity.

3.1.1. Immune Checkpoints

Immune checkpoints (ICs) are inhibitory pathways that prevent any excessive immune
response of the body and play important roles in maintaining self-tolerance, averting
autoimmune reactions and minimizing tissue damage caused by continued immune cell
activation. Unfortunately, the overexpressed ICs of tumors create an immunosuppressed
microenvironment, helping the tumor to evade immune surveillance and gain a survival
advantage [36]. Practical evidence reveals that immune checkpoint blockade (ICB) is one of
the most valuable methods for treating tumors, especially in late stages. Among a range
of identified ICs, the most successful ICB targets are two pathways, PD-1/PD-L1 and
CTLA-4/CD80 (CD86) [37]. There is an urgent clinical need to develop inhibitors that can
effectively block these pathways.

In 2015, Jean Gariépy et al. reported developing DNA aptamers to block the PD-1/PD-
L1 pathway via specific binding with the murine extracellular domain of PD-1, obtained
from an in vitro SELEX (Figure 2A) [12]. One of the sequences, named MP7, could inhibit
PD-L1 by suppressing interleukin-2 (IL-2) secretion in primary T cells. In vivo data implied
that PEGylated MP7 had a prolonged half-life, preserved the ability of PD-1/PD-L1 interac-
tion and inhibited the growth of PD-L1+ colon carcinoma cells. Recently, Gao et al. isolated
a PD4S aptamer targeting PD-1 with excellent affinity (dissociation constant, Kd = 10.3 nM)
using cell-SELEX technology, which exerted excellent anti-tumor effects in the CT26 carci-
noma model [38]. Accordingly, aptamers against PD-L1 have also continuously emerged.
Lai and colleagues obtained an aptamer (AptPD-L1) that can block PD-1/PD-L1 inter-
action and promote in vitro lymphocyte proliferation [39]. Murine assays demonstrated
that aptPD-L1 could enhance cytotoxic T cell infiltration and upregulated inflammatory
cytokine secretion, thereby reversing the tumor immunosuppressive environment and
inhibiting tumor growth. Furthermore, unnatural nucleic acids were explored to select
anti-PD-L1 or PD-1 aptamers, with the aim of obtaining high-quality candidates. For
example, employing a bead-based X-aptamer library with different amino acid functional
groups modified at 5′-dU, Wang et al. obtained two aptamers, XA-PD1 and XA-PDL1,
that could bind with PD-1 and PD-L1, respectively [40]. The Kd of XA-PD1 and XA-PDL1
aptamers were measured to be a nanomolar order of magnitude. In another study, Li
and co-workers developed a threose nucleic acid (TNA) aptamer, N5, that can specifically
bind to the PD-L1 of cancer cells with nanomolar affinity (Figure 2B). As a result of the
unique 2′-3′ phosphodiester bond in the backbone structures of threose nucleic acids, TNA
aptamer N5 has superior resistance to nucleases. Animal experiments showed that TNA
aptamer N5 could selectively accumulate in tumors and have favorable anti-tumor immune
effects [41].

As for the CTLA-4/CD80 (CD86) pathway, the first anti-CTLA-4 aptamers were
screened by Gilboa’s group in 2003, using 2′-fluoropyrimidine modified RNA library
against murine CTLA-4/Fc fusion protein in vitro [21]. The identified RNA aptamers
had high binding affinity (Kd = 10 nM) and specificity toward CTLA-4 and inhibited its
function in vitro. Moreover, the aptamers could self-assemble into tetrameric forms, which
significantly enhanced the in vivo anti-tumor bioactivity. However, a high dosage of RNA
aptamers (3–5 nmol/injection) was required in vivo, compared to αCTLA-4 antibodies
(0.667 nmol/injection). This is due to the lower bioavailability of RNA aptamers in vivo. In
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2017, Huang et al. reported identifying a CTLA-4-antagonizing DNA aptamer (aptCTLA-4,
Kd = 11.8 nM) via the cell-based SELEX method (Figure 2C) [25]. Studies showed that
aptCTLA-4 had good serum stability and could elicit similar tumor-suppress ability to the
CTLA-4 monoclonal antibody (mAb), but with less side effects. Notably, the dosage of
aptCTLA-4 (2 mg/kg) was five times smaller than that of CTLA-4 mAb (10 mg/kg), which
might suggest stronger therapeutic efficacy for the aptamers. Although it was claimed that
the aptCTLA-4 was stable after 24 h serum incubation, its circulation half-life in vivo was
not investigated. In addition, both of these two CTLA-4-specific aptamers were delivered
via intraperitoneal injection, which is not an ideal mode of administration. The reason
might be that the RNA aptamers and unmodified DNA aptamers were vulnerable to
nucleases in the blood. Therefore, developing CTLA-4-specific aptamers with high stability
in blood is vital to clinical ICB therapy.
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Besides PD-1, PD-L1 and CTLA-4, other IC molecules were also selected as targets to
obtain aptamers to augment the efficacy of cancer immunotherapy. For instance, Gilboa’s
group isolated the first antagonist TIM3 aptamer to block TIM3, another receptor expressed
in exhausted T cells. After injection of TIM3 aptamers, T cells were activated, which, in
turn, inhibited tumor growth in mice [42]. Similarly, in 2007, Pastor’s team reported a high-
affinity aptamer (LAG3 apt 1) that was able to bind with LAG3-expressing lymphocytes
and induce T cell activation [43].

3.1.2. Costimulatory Molecules

The full activation of T cells involves two signals. The engagement of costimulatory
molecules (CMs) by costimulatory molecule receptors (CMR) on T cells is an indispensable
“second signal”. However, cancer cells are characterized as having low expression of
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CMs on their surfaces, so T cells are usually in a state of anergy in tumor sites [44]. CMs
are divided to two major families: the B7/CD28 family and the tumor necrosis factor
(TNF)/tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) family. Providing artificial costimulatory
ligands to target costimulatory pathways is a valid method to activate T cell immunity.
The first costimulatory aptamer agonist identification was pioneered by Gilboa’s group
in 2008 [45]. They isolated an aptamer (M12-23), that could specifically bind with 4-1BB
receptors on T cells, after 12 rounds of selection against 4-1BB–Fc. The 4-1BB receptor
is a major CMR that belongs to the TNFR family and facilitates the proliferation and
activation of T cells. Interestingly, it was found that only the multivalent form of the 4-1BB
aptamer enhanced the proliferation of CD8+ T cells. The reason is that the initiation of
costimulatory effects requires not only binding but also cross-linking to 4-1BB receptors.
Inspired by dimeric mAbs, they elaborately designed a dimeric 4-1BB aptamer with an
appropriate distance and orientation to adapt the cross-link with 4-1BB receptors. The
in vitro results showed that the constructed dimeric 4-1BB aptamers could specifically
bind to 4-1BB+ cell lines and successfully co-stimulate CD8+ T cells. Remarkable tumor
regression was also observed in P815 tumor-bearing mice models, comparable to that of
anti-4-1BB Abs. Thereafter, the Gilboa’s group continued to use this 4-1BB agonistic aptamer
to combine with other treatments and achieved better synergic anti-tumor activity [46,47].
Subsequently, dimeric or multimeric aptamer agonists targeting other T cell CMRs were
reported, such as OX40 [48,49], CD28 [13], and CD40 [50], which manifested comparable
tumor immunity to rival Abs, both in vitro and in vivo.

It is noteworthily that all reported CM aptamers can only activate T cells in multi-
valent form, whereas monomers are inactive. This is because CM receptors require not
only specific binding, but also cross-linking to initiate the downstream signaling cascade.
Therefore, CM aptamers must be elaborately designed as multivalent structures, which
should possess suitable distance and orientation to enable the cross-linking of CM receptors.
Compared with other aptamer agonists/antagonists, developing effective CM aptamers is
a more complicated job.

3.1.3. Immune Cytokines

Cytokines, as information molecules for immune cell communication, play a crucial
role in the oncogenesis, development, and treatment of tumors [51]. In tumor microenviron-
ments, tumor cells and tumor-associated immune cells secrete a series of immunosuppres-
sive cytokines that weaken the body’s anti-tumor immunity. Among them, interleukin-10
(IL-10) is the most representative anti-inflammatory cytokine that mediates pathogenic
infection and tumor immunosuppression [52–54]. Developing an effective IL-10 antagonist
is a promising way to improve the efficacy of tumor immunotherapy. After 12 rounds of
selection and high-throughput sequencing, Berezhnoy et al. isolated a 2′-fluoropyrimidines
modified A1.2 aptamer that could target IL-10 receptors on the cell membrane and block
IL-10 functions in vitro (Figure 3A(a)) [55]. Intravenous injection of A1.2 aptamers showed
favorable suppression of CT26 tumor growth in animal models, and 20% tumor rejection
was observed after repeated injections of either aptamer or Abs (Figure 3A(b)). CXCL12
(also known as stromal cell-derived factor, SDF-1) and its receptors, CXCR4 and CXCR7,
are upregulated in multiple cancers and play important roles in promoting tumor growth,
invasion, and metastasis, which is also a representative example [56–58]. Interfering with
the CXCL12/CXCR4/CXCR7 pathways with inhibitors holds high potential to sensitize
conventional cancer therapies. NOX-A12 is a mirror-image aptamer, called Spiegelmer,
that binds to CXCL12 with high affinity and specificity [59]. Contrary to conventional
nucleic acids, NOX-A12 is screened from the mirror-image (L)-oligonucleotide library
to avoid nuclease degradation and hybridization with native nucleic acids (Figure 3B).
Hoellenriegel et al. claimed that NOX-A12 was a potent CXCL12 inhibitor that interferes
with the migration of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). Additionally, NOX-A12 can
sensitize CLL cells to chemotherapy, as a promising complementary approach for treating
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CLL [60]. At present, NOX-A12 is in an ongoing phase II-a clinical trial against relapsed
CLL [61].
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Aptamers screened as agonists or antagonists for immunotherapy are summarized in
Table 1. Despite achieving encouraging results from aptamer agonist/antagonist-mediated
cancer immunotherapy in the previous literature, there are still some drawbacks that
hamper further clinical applications [22,62]. First, aptamers are generally unstable in vivo
and have a shorter half-life (minutes to hours) than Abs, owing to the ubiquitous nuclease.
Site-specific modification improves the resistance of aptamers to nuclease degradation
to some extent, but increase the cost and may impair binding affinity toward targets. In
addition, monospecific aptamer agonists/antagonists have no tumor-targeting ability, and
the non-specific distribution might lead to severe immune adverse effects. Third, aptamer
agonists/antagonists are readily excreted by the kidney due to their small size (6–30 kDa),
which also leads to a short half-life in vivo. All these challenges are calling for novel robust
AptIDCs with more powerful antitumor immunity.

Table 1. Aptamers as agonists or antagonists for immunotherapy.

Types Targets Immune Function Reference

Aptamers against immune
checkpoint (IC)

PD1 antagonist [12,38,40]
PD-L1 antagonist [39–41]

CTLA-4 antagonist [21,25]
TIM-3 antagonist [42]
LAG3 antagonist [43]

Aptamers against immune
costimulatory molecules (CM)

CD28 agonist [13]
CD40 agonist [50]
4-1BB agonist [45]
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Table 1. Cont.

Types Targets Immune Function Reference

Aptamers against cytokines

IL-10 antagonist [55]
IL-8 antagonist [14]

TGF-β1 antagonist [63]
CXCL-10 antagonist [64]
CXCL-12 antagonist [60]

3.2. Multivalent Bispecific Aptamers

Bispecific aptamers (bsApts) comprise two functional domains: (1) One domain
targets tumor antigens for specific tumor-targeting; (2) the other domain binds to immune-
related proteins for immune activation. This version ensures specific drug delivery to
tumor cells and reduced side effects. According to the valence and specificity of the
two domains, bsApts can be categorized by the [m+n] rule, where m and n refer to the
valence of the tumor-targeting aptamer domain and immune cell-targeting aptamer domain,
respectively [65]. There are mainly three methods to synthesize bsApts: single strand
folding, complementary chain hybridization, and DNA ligase-mediated circularization.
Currently, several typical types of [m+n] (e.g., [1+1], [1+2], and [2+2]) bsApts have been
reported [66].

3.2.1. The [1+1] bsApts

The first [1+1] immunoregulating bsApts were prepared by Boltz et al. [67]. In
the research, CD16α-specific aptamers were selected to target natural killer (NK) cells
(Figure 4A). Two [1+1] type bsApts, named bsA17 and bsA2, were constructed via designed
ssDNA sequences, each of which contained one optimized CD16α-specific aptamer and an
anti-c-Met tumor-specific aptamer. Both bsApts could specifically bind with tumor cells
and NK cells. In addition, tumor cell lysis was achieved by co-incubating cancer cells and
peripheral blood mononuclear cells with bsApts, which were as powerful as Abs. The
authors synthesized a range of bsApts with different linker lengths (~0–217 Å) and tested
their tumor killing ability. It is noteworthy that only linkers of 49–154 Å were suitable for
effective NK cell-mediated tumor lysis, as a consequence of their similarity to the distance
from the Fc-binding domain to the complementary determining region in the Abs (~65 Å),
while longer linkers (~200 Å) decreased cytotoxicity. This finding emphasizes the need to
carefully consider linker distances when designing bio-effective bsApts immunoregulators.

Alternatively, designing bsApts to recruit activated T cells is also an effective strat-
egy to kill malignant cells. In 2020, Tan’s team developed a circular bispecific aptamer
(cb-aptamer) that hybridized additional complementary sequences by linking the 3′- and
5′-ends between a T cell targeting aptamer (LD201t1) and a tumor-targeting aptamer (sgc 8)
(Figure 4B) [68]. Due to the removal of free ends, that are susceptible to nuclease attack,
circular bsApts showed remarkably increased resistance to serum exonucleases, compared
to mono-aptamers [69]. The constructed cb-aptamers could bridge the proximity of T
cells to tumor cells, but the tumor ablation effects were only initiated by adding extra
commercial CD3/CD28 T cell activators. Very recently, Liu’s team engineered two cb-
aptamers (PD-L1/CTLA-4 bsApt, CD16/PD-L1 bsApt) for tumor-targeting and cancer
ICB (Figure 4C) [70,71]]. In another study, Sun et al. isolated an anti-PD-L1 aptamer, Ap3,
that could selectively target the PD-L1 protein on tumor cells and block the PD-1/PD-L1
immune checkpoint [72]. Then, they integrated Ap3 with an anti-PD1 aptamer to prepare
Ap3–7c bsApts, which possessed strong binding affinities towards CD8+ T cells and B16F10
tumor cells and could recruit T cells around tumor cells. The Ap3–7c bsApts were further
chemically modified with a dibenzocyclooctyne (DBCO) moiety, termed D-Ap3-7c. Af-
ter specific recognition of target molecules, D-Ap3-7c, bio-orthogonally link with target
proteins, called “recognition-then-conjugation”. Consequently, bsApts were proved to
increase the stability of target binding and induce effective tumor ICB therapy (Figure 4D).
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However, there was no comparison of the in vivo ICB efficacy of Ap3–7c and D-Ap3-7c in
this study, as well as a lack of in vitro control cells.
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3.2.2. The [1+2] bsApts

So far, all reported [1+2] bsApts were designed to target CMR. Obviously, valence “2”
means the required dimeric aptamer domain for CMR binding. Pastor et al. proposed a
[1+2] bsApts for immunotherapy in 2011. Specifically, one PMSA-specific tumor-targeting
aptamer was hybridized with two 4-1BB agonistic aptamers (dimeric forms) (Figure 5A).
Such [1+2] bsApts could selectively accumulate in human PSMA-expressed CT26 cells,
and the dimeric 4-1BB agonistic aptamer module indued CD8+ T cell proliferation, thereby
triggering anti-tumor immunity [73]. Similarly, another two [1+2] bsApts, [1 (anti-VEGF
aptamer) + 2 (4-1BB agonistic aptamers)] [74] and [1 (anti-OPN tumor targeting aptamer)
+ 2 [4-1BB agonistic aptamers] [75], were also reported as activating the anti-tumor im-
mune response. Another representative example, CD28, has now been recognized as an
important CMR for promoting proliferation of effector T cells. Soldevilla et al. engineered
a [1+2] MRP1-CD28 bsApts that could target MRP1-expressing tumors and deliver CD28
costimulatory ligands to T cells (Figure 5B(a)) [76]. Then, the MRP1-CD28 bsApts were
immobilized on the surface of irradiated melanoma tumor cells, via aptamer-facilitated spe-
cific binding with MRP1 proteins. Accordingly, a whole-cell vaccine, named CD28Aptvax,
was generated (Figure 5B(b)). After subcutaneous injection of CD28Aptvax, both T cell
proliferation and IFN-γ levels were significantly enhanced in tumor-bearing mice, and the
tumor growth was noticeably inhibited.
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3.2.3. The [2+2] bsApts

In [2+2] bsApts, each functional domain has two aptamers, which tend to enhance
the binding affinity for both tumor cells and immune cells. For instance, Li et al. recently
described a tetravalent [2+2] bsApts, termed BBiApt, which contained two anti-MUC1
aptamers and two anti-CD16 aptamers [77]. MUC1 is a high-potential tumor cell surface
biomarker that assists in specific drug delivery, whereas CD16 is expressed on several
immune cells (e.g., NK cells). The BBiApt is a 420 nt-long ssDNA with three 60 nt ssDNA
spacers. Flow cytometry assays demonstrated that BBiApt showed stronger binding
affinity to target cells than single MUC1 and CD16 aptamers. BBiApts could mediate
effective recruitment of CD16+ immune cells to MUC1+ tumor cells and, subsequently,
exert cytotoxicity. Theoretically, [2+2] bsApts are more efficient immunomodulators than
the [1+1] and [1+2] types, because of the increased valence of both the tumor-targeting
domain and the immune cell-binding domain. Contradictorily, the application of [2+2]
bsApts for cancer therapy is rarely reported. This is due to the fact that in [2+2] bsApts, four
aptamers need to be assembled into a single structure. Meanwhile, the biological function
of each aptamer should also be maintained, thus making sequence engineering a tough job.

Engineered bsApts overcome some serious problems that are often encountered in
traditional monovalent aptamer agonists/antagonists. First, benefiting from structural
advantages, bsApts, especially circular bsApts, have improved nuclease resistance and pro-
longed serum half-life time (hours to days). Moreover, the tumor-targeting and immunoreg-
ulation abilities of bsApts are enhanced by multivalent assembly, which is conducive to
alleviating side effects and improving anti-tumor immunity. However, some points need
to be further studied. Linkers/spaces are used to connect aptamer functional domains
of bsApts. Through adjusting the distance and positions, linkers are also determinative
factors affecting the biological functions for each aptamer. Yet, the understanding of how
the composition, flexibility and length of linkers/spacers affect the quality of bsApts is
still insufficient. In addition, whether increasing aptamer valency in bsApts can always
positively affect the anti-tumor immunity is doubtful. For example, Liu et al. found that
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increasing the multivalency of bsApts (>4) decreased the cell–cell interactions, implying
that blindly increasing the valency of bsApts might be detrimental to binding affinity [78].
Furthermore, bsApts with increased avidity also enhance the affinity towards healthy
cells with low expression of target proteins, resulting in off-tumor effects and deleterious
cytotoxicity to normal tissues. Thus, when designing bsApts, the aptamer valency, binding
affinity, and therapeutic index should be fully investigated and compared to obtain the
best-of-breed one.

3.3. Aptamer–Nanoparticle Conjugates (AptNCs)

Nanoparticles, such as liposomes and hydrogels, have opened up new opportunities
for tumor therapy, due to their unique properties of good biosafety, high reactivity, efficient
drug loading, and improved tumor accumulation [79,80]. Aptamers can be used not only
as stand-alone immune therapeutic agents, but also in preparing aptamer–nanoparticle
conjugates (AptNCs) by coupling with nanomaterials, via easy chemical linkage or nucleic
acid-mediated interface interaction strategies, to enhance the efficacy of immunotherapy.
In this section, several representative AptNCs are introduced and their superiorities in
targeted drug delivery, immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment remodeling, and
enhanced immunotherapy efficacy are emphasized.

3.3.1. Aptamer–Liposome Conjugates

Liposomes are lipid vesicles with a hydrophobic bilayer and aqueous core, which can
be employed to load a variety of therapeutic agents. With the advantages of high biocom-
patibility, favorable stability and excellent drug loading capacity, liposomes are currently
the most successful drug delivery nanoparticles [81,82]. Nevertheless, conventional liposo-
mal formulations usually lack specific tumor targeting ability, which leads to compromised
therapeutic efficacy and unwanted toxicity to healthy cells. Fortunately, aptamer-modified
liposomes with targeted drug delivery capabilities help to improve anti-tumor effects and
reduce side effects [83,84]. The attachment of aptamers to liposomes is mainly achieved in
the following three ways: direction conjugation strategy, pre-conjugation strategy and post-
insertion strategy [85]. In this section, aptamer–liposome conjugates for immunotherapy
are presented and categorized, based on these three modification methods.

Direct Conjugation Strategy

Owing to the easy chemical modification of both aptamers and lipids, targeted ap-
tamer ligands can be easily conjugated to the surface of liposomes by means of a range of
chemical reactions, including amidation, esterification, and sulfhydryl-mediated Michael
Addition Reaction, as well as click reaction [86]. For example, Lu’s group developed
aptamer-decorated liposome-modified immuno-activated T cells, in order to improve the
targeting anti-tumor immunity of CD8+ T cells (Figure 6A) [87]. Human CD8+ T were
isolated from peripheral blood and then the PD-1 gene was knocked out to liberate im-
munosuppression. Afterwards, PD-1-T cells were further activated by DC/tumor fusion
cells to obtain proliferation-promoting tumor-specific cytotoxic T cells (FC/PD-1-CTLs).
The liposomes were modified by maleimide/sulfhydryl chemistry using anti-endoglin
aptamers (hEnd-Apt) to acquire specific binding ability against HepG2 cells, while CD3
mAb was conjugated to specifically bind FC/PD-1-CTLs. In vivo tumor-xenograft mice
assays demonstrated that the hEnd-Apt/CD3-Lipo-modified FC/PD-1-CTLs showed im-
proved anti-tumor ability and survival rate, by increasing FC/PD-1-CTL infiltration in
tumor tissue and elevating systemic immuno-activated cytokines levels.

Pre-Conjugation Strategy

In the pre-conjugation strategy, aptamer–lipid conjugates are mixed with other lipids
during the liposome preparation process, which allows for a one-step formulation proce-
dure. For instance, Hong and coworkers reported an aptamer-integrated bispecific α-Gal
liposome, by means of a hydration lipid film in the presence of Apt-cholesterol conju-
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gates [88]. AS1411 aptamers contribute to specifically target MCF-7 breast cancer cells,
while α-Gal can be specifically recognized by anti-Gal Abs to induce antibody-dependent
cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC). Under simulated tumor environments, AS1411-Gal-
modified liposomes resulted in an obvious and specific cell lysis effect compared to plain
liposomes. Polymorphonuclear myeloid-derived suppressor cells (PMN-MDSCs) are a
class of immunosuppressive immature myeloid cells that inhibit the proliferation and
function of CD8+ T cells, which benefits the tumor cell progression [89]. To address this
issue, Liu et al. screened a DNA aptamer, named T1, that could specifically bind with
both MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells and MDSCs [90]. T1 aptamers. modified with thiol
at 5′-end. reacted with DSPE-PEG-Mal to generate aptamer–lipid conjugates, followed
by integration into liposomes via the hydration process. Then, the T1-functionlized dual-
targeting liposomes were encapsulated with DOX, which induced enhanced apoptosis of
breast cancer cells and PMN-MDSCs, as well as increased amounts of tumor-infiltrating
cytotoxic T cells (Figure 6B).
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Post-Insertion Strategy

The post-insertion strategy was originally applied in the preparation of antibody-
coupled liposomes and, thereafter, in aptamer modification [91]. Aptamers are first chemi-
cally coupled with lipids to synthesize aptamer–lipid conjugates, and are then inserted into
bilayers by means of incubation with the as-prepared liposomes. This method is simple,
flexible, and free of inorganic solvents that might do harm to aptamers and liposome
formulations [92]. Kim et al. used the post-insertion strategy to fabricate a dual-aptamer
modified liposome for immunogenic chemotherapy and ICB therapy that reversed tumor
immunosuppression (Figure 7) [93]. Firstly, CD44- and PD-L1-specific aptamers were
chemically linked to maleimide group micelles. Next, dual aptamer–micelle conjugates
were inserted into liposomes via incubation at 60 ◦C, and loaded with both DOX and
indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase-1 (IDO1) siRNA, simultaneously. Cell binding analysis and
fluorescence imaging assays showed that the constructed aptamer-modified liposomes
(Aptm[DOX/IDO1]) could be selectively delivered to targeted tumor cells. In addition, the
PD-1/PD-L1 axis was blocked to suppress immune inhibition, while the release of DOX and
IDO1 siRNA jointly induced immunogenic cell death (ICD) to reverse the immunosuppres-
sive tumor microenvironment. The analysis of tumor tissue extracted from tumor-bearing
mice revealed an increase of CD8+ cytotoxic T cells and a decrease of regulatory T cell
recruitment. Furthermore, they claimed that Aptm[DOX/IDO1] also inhibited lung metas-
tasis in a mice model, demonstrating the activation of systemic anti-tumor immunity.

Direct conjugation of aptamers on pre-formulated liposomes is the most commonly
used method to prepare aptamer-functionalized liposomes. Chemical reactions require or-
ganic solvents and the catalysts may be harmful to pre-encapsulated drugs. Pre-conjugation
and post-insertion approaches, in contrast, are done with pre-synthesized aptamer–lipid
conjugates, involving a chemical reaction-free process. Hence, these two methods are
safer and have minimal side effects on liposome formulations. However, weaknesses still
exist. In pre-conjugation, after co-hydration, aptamers appeared not only on the surface
of liposomes, but also on their interiors. The interior aptamers cannot function as cell-
targeting ligands, which reduces the efficiency of the aptamers used. The pre-insertion
strategy enables all the conjugated aptamers on the surface of liposomes, but needs further
purification steps to remove un-anchored aptamer–lipid micelles.

3.3.2. Aptamer–Hydrogel Conjugates

Hydrogels are currently popular soft biomaterials for disease therapy because of hav-
ing the advantages of good compatibility, tunable mechanical properties, versatile cargo
loading ability, and sustained drug release [94]. Natural polymers, like nucleic acids and
alginate, are the preferred materials for fabricating because of their environmental friendli-
ness and abundant sources [95]. Through integration with aptamers, natural polymer-based
aptamer–hydrogel conjugates exhibit outstanding performance in targeted drug delivery
and stimuli-responsive cargo release.

DNA/RNA Hydrogels

DNA/RNA are extremely hydrophilic molecules and can absorb large quantities of
water. Together with the characteristics of high programmability, intrinsic biodegradability,
and stimuli-responsive structural change (e.g., assembly or disassembly), DNA/RNA
are becoming one of the most promising materials for the design of hydrogels [96–98].
Since aptamers are essentially nucleic acid molecules, they can be easily integrated with
DNA/RNA gels to establish nucleic acid hydrogel-based immune therapies.
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Recently, Lee et al. reported a Cas9-responsive DNA polyaptamer hydrogel for the
blockage of the PD-1 immune checkpoint (Figure 8A) [99]. The PD-1 DNA hydrogels
(PAH) containing PD-1 aptamers and sgRNA-targeting sequences were fabricated using the
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rolling-circle amplification (RCA) strategy. After the addition of Cas9/sgRNA, the sgRNA-
targeting sequences were specifically cleaved, leading to the release of PD-1 aptamers
and, thus, the activation of T cells. The levels of tumor-infiltrating cytotoxic CD4+ (12.9%)
and CD8+ (5.8%) T cells increased remarkably after intratumoral injection of PAH with
Cas9/sgRNA, compared to the control group (CD4+ 0.3%, CD8+ 0.4%). The anti-tumor
effects and survival rates improved, in comparison to free PD-1 aptamers. An animal
imaging assay indicated that PAH can stay much longer at the tumor site than free ap-
tamers, facilitating long-term immune activation against tumors. In other research, Wei
et al. designed a multifunctional DNA nanohydrogel for combined immunochemotherapy
by means of a one-step self-assembly strategy (Figure 8B) [100]. This hydrogel construct
consists of four key functional elements: (1) anti-MUC1 aptamers for tumor targeting;
(2) unmethylated cytosine–phosphate–guanine (CpG) motif as immunoadjuvants; (3) phys-
ically intercalated base pairs by DOX; (4) cytosine (C)-rich sequences (I-motif) to initiate
pH-response disassembly. Guided by anti-MUC1 aptamers, the multifunctional hydrogels
could be specifically internalized into malignant cells and undergo disassembly in late
lysosome (pH 5.0–6.0), resulting in efficient release of DOX and the CpG motif. On the one
hand, DOX facilitated the apoptosis of tumor cells. On the other hand, the CpG motif was
an efficient agonist of toll-like receptor 9 (TLR9), and the exposure of CpG could activate a
variety of immune cells and promote the secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines; thus,
eliciting a strong immune response. These aptamer-functionalized CpG-I-DOX hydrogels
were capable of inducing high levels of tumor necrosis factor (TNF-α) in serum and ob-
vious tumor regression of MCF-7 tumor xenograft mice. Besides DNA hydrogels, RNA
hydrogels are also extensively employed to improve the therapeutical efficacy of cancer.
Li’s team developed an RNA hydrogel nano-vaccine against triple-negative breast cancer
(Figure 8C) [101]. A single-stranded DNA template, containing antisense miRNA-182/-205,
was first designed, and, then, transcribed to poly-RNA copies by rolling circle transcrip-
tion. Next, CpG–cholesterol and aptamer–cholesterol conjugates were integrated to the
RNA transcripts via hydrophobic interactions, and cholesterol also helped to compact the
micro-hydrogels into small spaces. Lastly, positively charged MnO2@Ce6 nanoparticles
were loaded on the highly negative RNA hydrogel via electrostatic interactions to generate
hydrogel/DOX-MnO2@Ce6 (HDMC). Due to the conjugated LXL-1 aptamer, HDMC can be
selectively delivered to target MDA-MB-231 cells (human triple-negative breast cancer cell
line). The authors claimed that an endogenous Dicer enzyme could cleave HDMC to release
therapeutic agents. MnO2@Ce6 could catalyze O2 production from upregulated H2O2 in
the tumor microenvironment, which relieves tumor hypoxia and supplies “fuel” for photo-
dynamic therapy. Combined with CpG-induced immune activation and DOX-mediated
chemotherapy, HDMC exhibited an outstanding tumor ablation effect.

Alginate Hydrogels

Alginate (ALG) is a natural polymer consisting of α-L-Guluronate and β-D-Mannuronate
monomers, extracted from brown seaweeds. Due to its low cost, high hydrophilicity, abun-
dant functional groups (-OH, -COOH), and biodegradability, alginate-based hydrogels
have received intensive focus in biomedical field [102]. Recently, Liu’s team reported an
ATP-responsive ALG hydrogel for enhancing anti-tumor immunity (Figure 9) [103]. Briefly,
ALG was linked to ATP-specific aptamers via EDC/NHS chemistry, followed by hybridiza-
tion with CpG immuno-adjuvant. Immunogenic cell death (ICD) was induced after a
low dose of oxaliplatin or X-ray irradiation, which caused the release of intracellular ATP
molecules in the tumor microenvironment. The released ATP, consequently, competitively
bound to ATP-specific aptamers to trigger CpG release. This smart ALG–aptamer/CPG
hydrogel synergistic immunotherapy approach realized dramatic tumor elimination, as
well as the inhibition of distant tumor metastases. Additionally, the authors collected
the peripheral blood from cured mice to identify memory T cells, which are important
immunological cells that suppress tumor recurrence. More memory T cells were observed
in peripheral blood compared with untreated groups. Cured mice also proved to acquire
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immune resistance toward tumor re-challenge. All this evidence indicated that the smart
ALG–aptamer/CPG hydrogel holds huge potential for clinical translation.
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blockage. Copyright 2019, Elsevier [99]. (B) Multifunctional DNA nanohydrogel loading CpG
motif for combined immuno-chemo therapy. Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society [100].
(C) RNA hydrogel Nano-vaccine assembled with MnO2 activating immunity for the treatment of
triple-negative breast cancers. Copyright 2021, Frontiers [101].

3.4. Aptamer-Engineered Immune Cells

Cell-based immunotherapy is considered one of the methods having most potential
for cancer therapies, because of the merits of low immunogenicity, prolonged circulation,
innate targeting ability, and magic therapeutic outcomes. Precise manipulation of cell–cell
interactions during specific immunization can enhance the anti-tumor immunity of cell-
based immunotherapy. Aptamers are recognized as powerful cell-surface engineering tools
for mediating intercellular interactions. To date, aptamers have been employed to conjugate
with different types of cells, such as T cells and NK cells. These aptamer–cell assemblies
are reported to have targeted cell–cell recognition, enhanced anti-tumor immunity, and
reduced side effects, paving a new way for cell-based immunotherapy.
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3.4.1. Aptamer–NK Cell Assemblies

NK cells are cytotoxic lymphocytes that can directly kill malignant cells by secreting
cytolytic granules or expressing TNF-related apoptosis inducing ligands without pre-
sensitization. Hence, NK cells are the first line to fight the occurrence and progression of
cancer. Although having high value in adaptive cancer immunotherapy, the immunother-
apeutic potential of NK cells is weakened due to a lack of tumor cell-specific receptors.
Similar to chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-T cell technology, CAR–NK cells are designed
to realize specific binding to tumor cells, and showed inspiring results in clinical studies.
However, genetic engineering strategies are laborious and costly, not to mention potentially
posing long-term safety risks to patients. Fortunately, lipid–aptamer conjugates are emerg-
ing as convenient and safe tools for efficient cell membrane labeling, which has already
been applied to NK cells for the acquisition of tumor-targeting capability. The first aptamer-
modified tumor-specific NK cells were reported by Tan’s group in 2012 (Figure 10A) [104].
The authors used two leukemia cell-specific DNA aptamers, named sgc8 and TD05, re-
spectively, to prepare diacyllipid–DNA aptamer conjugates. These conjugates contained
the following three elements: (1) an aptamer head for tumor targeting; (2) a PEG linker
for protecting aptamer conformation; (3) a diacyl lipid tail for hydrophobically mediated
anchoring on the cell membrane. After membrane insertion, sgc8 aptamer-modified cells
could specifically bind CCRF–CEM cells, while the TD05 aptamer modified selectively
recognized Ramos cells, and spontaneous cell–cell aggregation was observed. These results
indicated that membrane-anchored aptamers still maintained their targeting ability and
could facilitate specific cell–cell interactions. Furthermore, the authors fabricated KK1B10
aptamer-modified NK cells to test their specific killing effects on K562 cells (the human
chronic myeloid leukemia cell line). In vitro cell viability assays showed that KK1B10
aptamer-modified NK cells caused ~30% death of K562 cells, which was 50% more than in
the unmodified NK cells. In addition, the enhanced specific killing capability of KK1B10-
NK cells was also preserved in the presence of excess non-targeting Ramos cells. This
pioneering work has inspired more scholars to develop aptamer-modified NK cells for
targeted immunotherapy. In 2019, Yang et al. selected an efficient aptamer–lipid conjugate
to produce aptamer-engineered NK cells (ApEn-NK) for targeted adaptive immunother-
apy (Figure 10B(a)) [105]. They conjugated anti-CD-30 aptamers to a series of different
lipidic anchors, including single-C18 chain, double-C18 chain, cholesterol, and vitamin
E. NK cell-labeling fluorescence imaging and flow cytometry experiments implied that
aptamer–double-C18 conjugates (Apt-2xC18) exhibited rapid anchoring (~1 h) and long
membrane retention (>10 h), making them the best candidates for membrane anchoring
(Figure 10B(b,c)). The fabricated ApEn-NK could specifically bind with CD30+ lymphoma
cells and elicit improved anti-tumor immunity, compared to natural NK cells. Finally,
they used NK cells obtained from healthy donors to generate ApEn–NK to evaluate the
immunotherapeutic potential. In comparison with parental NK cells, ApEn–NK were
more efficient in apoptosis of target lymphoma cells, demonstrating their potential for
clinical application.

3.4.2. Tunable Aptamer–Antibody Nano-Assembly for Precise T Cell Immunotherapy

T cell-based immunotherapies are currently showing tremendous potential in the
treatment of malignant cancers, with three approved CAR-T cell therapies having been
approved by 2020 [106]. Although CAR-T cell technology renders improved anti-tumor
immunity, tumor heterogenicity and ISM usually lead to off-target toxicity and insufficient
T cell activation. To address this issue, Wei and Nie’s group recently collaborated to design
a chimeric antibody–nucleic acid T cell engager (CAN-TE) for precise triple-antigen tumor
recognition and selective T cell activation (Figure 11A) [107]. The constructed CAN-TE
consists of two moieties: (1) a DNA assembled “logic circuit” for precise tumor antigen
recognition; (2) a conjugated CD3-binding scFv for the binding and activation of TCR
co-receptor CD3. Based on the dynamic AND-logic DNA circuit, the CAN-TE could
precisely recognize target tumor cells that displayed multiple antigens (EpCAM, MUC1,
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and Met), avoiding undesired off-target T cell killing effects (Figure 11B). Moreover, to
regulate the tumor cell avidity and T cell immune response, the authors modified the
DNA nanostructure to produce an avidity-controlled CAN-TE (v2.0β) (Figure 11C). After
installing multivalent antigen-targeting aptamer on the CAN-TE, the targeting avidity of T
cells increased remarkably; subsequently, achieving effective immune tumor elimination
in vivo.
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Figure 10. (A) Aptamer-modified NK cells to realize targeted immune cytotoxicity toward leukemia
cells by diacyllipid–DNA aptamer conjugate-mediated membrane insertion. Copyright 2012,
Wiley [104]. (B) Optimal Apt- 2xC18 amphiphiles with efficient and stable modification of NK
cells for robust tumor apoptosis. (a) Scheme of engineering of ApEn-NK. (b) Aptamer-lipid conju-
gates with four different lipidic tails: Apt-2xC18, Apt-Chol, Apt-C18, and Apt-VitE. (c) Profile of
Apt-2xC18 by confocal imaging and flow cytometry. Copyright 2019, Wiley [105].

Increasing studies suggest that aptamers are emerging as versatile tools for manipulat-
ing cell–cell communications, offering great promise in improving the efficacy of immune
cell-based cancer therapy. Yet, some concerns still need to be taken into consideration. For
example, by means of lipid-mediated hydrophobic membrane insertion (a non-covalent
strategy), aptamers may readily dissociate from the cell surface with prolonged circulation
time in vivo. Secondly, aptamers originally displaying on the cell surface could also be
internalized into the cell cytoplasm over time, thereby losing their intended physiological
functions. More importantly, nucleases, which are ubiquitous in vivo, may degrade the
exposed aptamers on the cell surface and weaken the eventual anti-tumor immunity.
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(B) Cell-specific recognition by the programmed sequential actuations of the AND-logic CAN-TE.
(C) CAN-TE platform (v2.0β) incorporating multivalent tumor-targeting ligands to tune avidity-
dependent T cell killing response toward targeted CEM cells. Copyright 2022, Wiley [107].

4. Conclusions

Immunotherapy is regarded as an effectual treatment for a variety of malignant
cancers, and has achieved great clinical success. However, the immunosuppressive mi-
croenvironment, expensive treatment costs and non-negligible adverse effects still hinder
the advancement of immunotherapy. Aptamers are chemically synthesized single-stranded
DNA or RNA sequences with high target binding affinity, cheapness and low immunogenic-
ity. Due to the development of selection technologies, aptamers targeting immune-related
proteins for immunomodulation are being increasingly discovered, and show promising
potential in cancer treatment. Moreover, strict complementary base-pairing rules, flexible
structure transformation and ready chemical modification endow aptamers with highly
engineerable features. On this basis, different types of aptamer assemblies, such as bsApts
and aptamer-functionalized nanomaterials, are being exploited as efficient tools for en-
hanced anti-tumor immunity. Furthermore, aptamers can also be utilized as versatile
tools to manipulate cell–cell communications. Aptamer-engineered NK/T cell assembles
have opened up new directions for cell-based immunotherapy, owing to the advantages of
precise tumor-targeting, tunable immune cell activation, convenient operation and high
biosafety. In summary, AptIDCs have tremendous potency in boosting immune efficacy,
providing attractive opportunities for effective cancer immunotherapy.

However, despite the numerous merits that AptIDCs have shown in immunotherapy,
there are still some challenges ahead for clinical transformation. For example, more com-
prehensive pharmacokinetics information, like half-life time in blood, organ distribution,
metabolism and excretion, should be provided in subsequent studies to elucidate the fate of
AptIDCs in vivo. In addition, the possible immunotoxicity also needs to be carefully evalu-
ated, which has been observed in a recent phase-III clinical trial REG1 (anti-IX coagulation
factor PEGylated aptamer). The progression of AptIDCs is closely related to real reliable
aptamers that can perform stable biofunctions in complex physiological conditions. Al-
though multiple aptamers have been claimed to be effective in the published literature, the
publicly accepted ones are still a small minority. Joint efforts by interdisciplinary scholars
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are indispensable from initial selection to final bio-applications, as a truly robust aptamer
needs broad acceptance. Nuclease-mediated degradation in vivo is always a headache for
aptamers. Hence, developing artificial nucleic acids with strong resistance to natural nucle-
ases is a hopeful solution. Among them, mirror-image aptamer, NOX-A12, is the candidate
with most potential for clinical immunotherapy, due to the abilities of anti-nuclease degra-
dation and non-hybridization with native nucleic acids. Aptamer-engineered NK cells and
T cells also show advantages in cell-based tumor therapy, compared with conventional
CAR-T/NK cells. However, robust anchors, capable of fast and stable membrane insertion,
but avoiding cellular internalization, are still inadequate. In the future, with the rapid
development of nanotechnology, nucleic acid chemistry, biotechnology and artificial intelli-
gence, we believe that AptIDCs will embrace a bright future in cancer immunotherapy and,
ultimately, benefit patients.
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